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Swedish 3D printer manufacturer
Wematter expands Reseller
Network with 3D BGPRINT to the
Bulgarian market
– Makes the Gravity SLS 3D printing ecosystem available
in Bulgaria, Romania, and Greece

From left to right: Ivaylo Bilalov, 3D Print Specialist at 3D BGPRINT, Robert Kniola, founder
and CEO of Wematter, Yordan Angelov, Owner, CEO and co-founder at 3D BGPRINT,
Petar Angelov, 3D Print Specialist and Georgi Tolev, Co-founder and Managing Director
at 3D BGPRINT.

Swedish 3D printer manufacturer Wematter, who offers advanced SLS
technology in a user-friendly hardware and software solution, has
signed an agreement with the Bulgarian retailer 3D BGPRINT. The
agreement enables 3D BGPRINT to offer the SLS 3D printer Gravity in
Bulgaria, Romania, and Greece.

The agreement means that Wematter will be able, via 3D BGPRINT, to distribute
the SLS 3D printer Gravity in a completely new market for the company together
with an experienced distributor. Through the agreement, 3D BGPRINT broadens
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its range with an SLS 3D printer for customers who are looking for high-quality
prints in a fast and user-friendly environment.

“We appreciate that 3D BGPRINT is now shifting up, investing in SLS technology
and seeing the possibilities with Wematter as a complete system supplier. 3D
BGPRINT values our innovation drive and that we are a fast-growing company
with a unique system offering in the 3D printing industry. This makes us proud
and we look forward to developing the collaboration further!”, says Robert Kniola,
founder, and CEO of Wematter.

“The fact that Wematter is a Swedish company is really a sign of quality from our
point of view. We see a lot of potential in how we can develop our AM business
together, especially as Wematter provides many different SLS materials. For us,
the Gravity 3D printer is very easy to use compared to other systems from other
suppliers and we like how recycling is a big part of the whole ecosystem”, says
Yordan Angelov, owner, CEO and co-founder of 3D BGPRINT.
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About Wematter
Swedish 3D printing company Wematter’s pioneering solution gives hospitals,
offices, and workshops access to a comprehensive system. For the first time,
employees can easily print components themselves with the same strength and
quality as traditional technology. Wematter’s proprietary end-to-end solution
enables customers to accelerate product development and in-house volume
production. At the same time, the system creates the conditions for increased
flexibility, lower risk, and reduced manufacturing and development costs. For
more information about Wematter, please visit www.wematter3d.com

About 3D BGPRINT
3D BGPRINT is the official representative of several of the leading manufacturers
of 3D printers and materials in Europe. They offer training and exhibition centers
and their own 3D LAB to explore different technologies such as FDM, SLA, LCD,
PolyJet, and SLS. 3D BGPRINT is completely focused on 3D technology
development, sales, manufacturing, and 3D printing. The company also offers
maintenance and repair of various 3D printers as well as services in 3D scanning,
3D design and modeling services, refinement of 3D-printed parts, and product
design. For more information about 3D BGPRINT, please visit
www.3dbgprint.com/
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